
LEVELFIX CCL210G
2D Green Beam line laser

INSTRUMENTS



 � Self-leveling 2D line laser with green beam
 � High power laser diode
 � Projects 360° horizontal and 2 vertical beams at 90°
 � Option: detector MLD40GR - range 50m

The LEVELFIX CCL210G is a smart guy. Thanks to its cone, the horizontal line has a range of 360 degrees. This line is crossed by two 
vertical lines at an angle of 90 degrees, allowing the laser to be used for many different measurement and layout tasks.

Self-levelling
Due to its pendulum system, the CCL210G is self-levelling. To transport the laser safely, this system can be locked with the SmartLock
system. When you switch off the self-levelling system, you can project at any angle.

Bright green
The bright green lines of the CCL210G are visible up to 30 meters. To extend this range to 50 meters, you can purchase the MLD40GR
detector. This also allows you to use the laser outside, because the line does not have to be visible.

LEVELFIX Connect App
This smart laser can be connected to the LEVELFIX Connect app on your smart device. This allows you to control it remotely, change 
the brightness or download the user manual.

The CCL210G is a compact and versatile laser equipped with the highest quality beam and excellent specifications . Complete with a
4 year warranty * (registration required) and the necessary accessories to get started in seconds.

About LEVELFIX™ Smart Precision Tools - Innovative , accurate , robust and complete with a 4- year warranty*
With more than 25 years of experience and knowledge behind LEVELFIX lasers, they are manufactured with the utmost care and
precision.

* Extend the standard 1 year warranty to 4 years by registering your laser within two weeks of purchase via internet.

4 YEAR
WARRANTY

 � Li-ion battery pack with charger
 � Dry battery Holder
 � Magnetic wall mount
 � Target plate

Features Standard Package includes

Description

Range 30m / detector 50m

Accuracy 3mm / 10m

Functions Horizontal 360°, 2x vertical green lines at 90°

Laser class 525 nm / Class 2m ( green )

Operating time 8 hours - all lines

Construction IP 54

Rechargeable Yes - Li-ion battery pack

Specifications

Article number 556148

EAN 8712423013315

CCL210G 2D Green Beam line laser

Standard delivery

Article number 556248

EAN 8712423013322

Set with P150IL tripod


